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This pair of shoes is a rendition of a pair of hide shoes found in a bog in Weldelspang Mose on the Jutland
peninsula.  The shoe could date from about the 9th to the 12th century but dating was not possible due to
the information given. The author of the book gives the impression that the original excavators did not record
enough information about the find. Similar designs from surrounding areas fit into this general time period.
The shoes have a relatively high top with a unique pattern that gives the impression of having a separate
sole.  The shoes were indented by a line of tight stitching around the edges of the upper. This both
decorates as well as strengthens the upper.  In particular note the way the lacing that goes around the ankle
is a natural extension of the upper at the instep (not shown in 'pattern' in figure 86 of photocopy at the end of
this document).

The pattern of I used to make these shoes is primarily the same as the design in figure 86 (see figure below
for my general pattern). The shoes were made in classical 'turn-shoe' style being stitched together flesh side
out and reversed when done.  The ankle thong was cut from excess leather from the rough cutting out of the
upper.  I decorated the top of the upper with a tightly drawn strand of contrasting thread for looks and
strength.  I also made a couple of changes.  First, I rounded the toe more to my liking.  Many variations in
toe and heel shape can be seen throughout the period.  Second, I simplified the pattern by making it a one-
piece design cutting down the amount of stitching and cutting required.  Making the shoe upper one piece
also increases its' strength and weather tightness.

Figure 1 Basic Shoe Pattern

Since a pair of shoes is worthless unless it can be comfortably worn I made two more changes to help my
poor 'modern' feet. I added a sole to protect my feet against rough surfaces and the weather cold and
damp).  The sole was glued directly onto the bottom of the shoe without further modification of the upper.
By gluing a sole on the shoe the life of the shoe will be increased from several SCA use months to a few
years since the sole can be readily replaced unlike the replacement of the upper which is remaking the
shoe. Examples of soled shoes of similar design have been found in the same bog.  The other change to the
design is the addition of heel reinforcement.  Due to the way I walk, without heal reinforcement,  I would
soon 'walk-out' the back of the shoe (note the pink highlighted sentence in the photocopy. Could the original
owner have had the same problem?). On to the subject of the leather.  The shoes were constructed of a
three to four ounce cowhide that has been chemically tanned.  From the greenish side hue I would gather it
was chrome tanning (most of the leather you buy will be chemically tanned).  Period cowhide (the most likely
type of hide being used) would most probably have been vegetable tanned.  The color, black, was a
commonly used color period sources point to the use of red, purple, gold, yellow, green, blue, turquoise,
brown, and white as well.  Again the dyes used in modern commercial leather are usually non-period.  The
leather was worked from a paper pattern using a course knife, a fine knife, a hammer, and a hole punch.
The shoe was sewn together using cotton thread, artificial sinew,  and two needles.
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